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Internet and  Internet services  

 
1. Electronic mail (E-mail)  It is another important 

services of internet by this data information can be 

transferred from local computer to other network 

computer quickly. This services is the basis of other 

important services of internet like ecommerce, EFT, EDI 

etc.  To implement the email services a mail server and 

mail client program is establish that govern with 

multiple protocol services lime MIME, POP,SMTP . This 

mail server is setup as dedicated for mail transfer and 

message management. There are so many mail server 

that provide facility to register the user on their server 

and get an address known as mail address which is 

actually the network address of the space provided to 

the mail user to store and retrieve the mail information . 

Mail server provide different facility once user 

registered on their server. Such as  

1. Mail application program  Access online 

2. Mail Spaces and facility to manage the space  



3. Mail server create some folder on the mail space 

or purpose of message handling like 

1. Inbox  space for  incoming mail   

2. Outbox  outgoing mail  

3. Sentitems sent mail 

4. Draft  unprepared mail 

5. Junk  unwanted mail  

6. Bulk mail  heavy mail 

7. Archie  preserving the mail  

4. Mail application program provide different 

facility for processing the mail like – compose, 

read, delete, download , attachment , 

forwarding etc.  

5. Facility to connection to their mail boxes.  

Actually , multiple mail user communication each other by 

staying on their mail boxes . Mail transfer always exits between 

mailboxes available on the mail server of the internet.  

Each mail box on the mail server have an address that looks like 

as :-  abc @ mailservername.domaintype 

 Ex  abc @ gmail.com   where abc is mail box name id 

and gmail is the mail service provider/server and .com is the 

provider type.  

Architecture of Email :- there are many architecture available 

.these are:-  



 

In the first scenario, the sender and the receiver of the email 
are users on the same system, they are directly connected to 
the shared system. The administrator has created on mailbox 
for each user where the received messages are stored.  
A mail box is the part of local hard disk drive.  
 
 

 
 



 In this scenario , the sender and the receiver of the email are 
users of two different systems. The message needs  to be sent 
over the internet. . here we need user agents(UAs) and 
message transfer agents(MTAs) . 
In this architecture , one system send message to their own 
system that store in queue and translate the message and 
transfer to the next system server for translation and received. 
MTAs transfer the message through internet. 
  

 

 
 

In this third scenario , the user connect with UA(user 
Agent) to the  system via point-to-point, WAN, dial-up 
modem, DSL or cable modem with mail server. Here 



MTA client establish connection between UAs and MTA 
server to transfer the message. MTA running all time 
through internet.  
 
 
 

 
  
It is the most common architecture of email at present 
that work . In this scenario , user is connected with their 
mail server with WAN, Cable modem. Each user has 
their own client and server agent that communication 
with the message access agents (MAAs) . both the email 
user uses MAAs client to access the message. The client 



send the request to MAA server which is running all the 
time and request the transfer of the message. 
 
User Agents :- the first component of an electronic mail 
system that provide services to the user to make the 
process of sending and receiving mail. 
 The services of user agent is  
1. Composing message 
2. Reading message 
3.  Replying the message 
4. Forwarding the message 
5. Handling mailbox.  

We have two type of user agents :-  
1. Command driven user agents -> as in unix system  
2. GUI based user agents  -> as in window and other 

operating system based system .  
Format of the email :-  email has simple structure , however, it 
send message in NVT 7-bit ASCII format. That has limitations of 
supporting different languages . for that purpose , email 
support special format known as MIME ( multi purpose Internet 
mail extension ) which is supplementary protocol that allow 
non-ascii data to be sent through email.  MIME transform non-
ascii data at sender site to ASCII data and deliver them to the 
client MTAs to be sent to the internet.  
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